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Abstract—A singlemode-multimode-singlemode (SMS) fiber 
structure consists of a short section of multimode fiber fusion- 
spliced between two SMS fibers. The mechanism underpinning 
the operation of an SMS fiber structure is multimode interference 
and associated self-imaging. SMS structures can be used in a 
variety of optical fiber systems but are most commonly used as 
sensors for a variety of parameters, ranging from macro-world 
measurands such as temperature, strain, vibration, flow rate, RI 
and humidity to the micro-world with measurands such as 
proteins, pathogens, DNA, and specific molecules. While 
traditional SMS structures employ a short section of standard 
multimode fiber, a large number of structures have been 
investigated and demonstrated over the last decade involving the 
replacement of the multimode fiber section with alternatives such 
as a hollow core fiber or a tapered fiber. The objective of 
replacing the multimode fiber has most often been to allow 
sensing of different measurands or to improve sensitivity. In this paper, several different categories of SMS fiber 
structures, including traditional SMS, modified SMS and tapered SMS fiber structures are discussed with some 
theoretical underpinning and reviews of a wide variety of sensing examples and recent advances. The paper then 
summarizes and compares the performances of a variety of sensors which have been published under a number of 
headings. The paper concludes by considering the challenges faced by SMS based sensing schemes in terms of their 
deployment in real world applications and discusses possible future developments of SMS fiber sensors. 
 
Index Terms—SMS, multimode interference, biosensor, chemical sensor, thin-core fiber, small-core fiber, no-core fiber, 
hollow core fiber, fiber interferometer 
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PTICAL fiber possesses a number of unique advantages 
over other transmission media that include  small size, 
light weight, low transmission loss and immunity to 
interference from electromagnetic fields. Since the first low 
loss optical silica fiber was proposed in 1960s and fabricated in 
the 1970s [1-3], the technology has witnessed a wide range of 
research driven innovations and developments, with a 
particular focus on applications in communications and 
sensing, Typically an optical fiber has high refractive index 
(RI) core surrounded by a lower RI cladding region. Total 
internal reflection occurs at the core/cladding interface so that 
light can be transmitted within the optical fiber. If a low loss 
material such as silica is used, ultralow transmission loss is 
possible so that the attenuation of the fiber is very small, circa 
0.21 dB/km at 1550 nm. The advantage of ultralow 
transmission loss is that  it makes it possible for optical fiber to 
be used for remote and distributed sensing, for example, to 
sense environmental perturbations such as temperature, strain 
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and acoustic signals [4-8] over a wide geographical region. 
There are a wide variety of optical fiber sensors types and 
structures, for example, based on a fiber grating [9-14], surface 
plasmon resonance (SPR) [15-17] and fiber interferometers 
(FIs) [18-20].  
An optical FI typically involves multiple beams propagating 
along multiple separate optical fibers or alternatively along 
different paths within a single optical fiber, where the multiple 
beams are transmitted independently but interfere when they 
are combined. The interference can be either constructive or 
destructive, resulting in transmission peaks or dips over a wide 
wavelength range. In an FI based sensor, changes in the local 
environment, for example due to stress or temperature, change 
the effective path lengths and thus the spectral position of the 
peaks or dips, so that the value of an unknown measurand can 
be determined by measuring changes in the spectrum, such as 
wavelength, intensity, phase or bandwidth [21]. An optical FI 
based on multiple fibers needs separate optical devices such as 
splitters and combiners to allow multiple beam transmission 
within the different optical fibers to introduce phase differences 
between these beams. In order to miniaturize an optical FI, 
in-line structures which utilize multimode interference along a 
single optical fiber have been proposed [22-23], which are 
more compact. There are three main types of multimode 
interferometers (MMI), namely a Fabry-Perot Interferometer 
(FPI) [24-26], Sagnac Loop Interferometer [27-28] and 
singlemode-multimode-singlemode (SMS) fiber structures [18, 
29-30]. An FPI is composed of two parallel surfaces, with a 
defined distance between the two surfaces. Light waves 
travelling between the two surfaces will accumulate a 
wavelength dependent phase difference and thus interference 
will occur when the waves meet.  
A fiber based FPI can be classified into one of two categories: 
intrinsic [24] and extrinsic [25] FPI, depending on whether the 
reflectors are formed inside or outside of fibers. For an intrinsic 
FPI, the reflecting components are within the fiber, for example 
in the case of a micro-hole [24], while in an extrinsic FPI the 
reflecting components lie outside of the fibers, for example 
where an air gap is placed between two fiber ends [25].  
A Sagnac loop is normally formed by an optical fiber loop, 
where a 3dB fiber coupler divides the input light into two 
counter-propagating beams and a highly birefringent fiber is 
placed in the loop. Interference occurs due to the phase 
difference introduced by transmission along both the slow and 
fast axes of the highly birefringent fiber.  
Finally, an SMS fiber structure utilises a short section of 
multimode fiber (MMF) spliced between two singlemode fibers 
(SMFs). An SMS structure is frequently referred to as a fiber 
heterostructure, given that it will always involve a combination 
of different fiber types. SMS structures offer some unique 
advantages such as ease of fabrication, low cost, flexible design 
and high sensitivity, all of which are useful advantages in the 
development of real-world sensors. 
In this paper, a systematic review of various categories of 
SMS fiber sensor structures is provided. The first category 
“Traditional SMS fiber structures”, in which the center fiber is 
an MMF, are considered in Section II, with a summary 
theoretical underpinning using a mode propagation analysis 
(MPA) and an overview of the sensing applications of 
traditional SMS structures. Section III presents “Modified SMS 
fiber structures” which describes a variety of different 
heterostructure designs using other types of fibers as an 
alternative to a simple MMF section. Section IV considers 
“Tapered SMS fiber structures”, which are among the most 
complex SMS structures, with applications in biosensing and 
chemical sensing. Section V summarizes and compares the 
performance and applications of the three categories of SMS 
fiber structures under the headings of temperature, strain, RI 
and bio-chemical sensing. Finally, Section VI “Challenges and 
opportunities” discusses future challenges and likely/future 
developments for SMS fiber structures.   
  
II. TRADITIONAL SMS FIBER STRUCTURES 
A simple traditional SMS fiber structure is fabricated by 
fusion splicing a short section of MMF between two SMFs. 




















Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of a traditional SMS fiber structure [29], 
(b) calculated mode distribution along an MMF (length 30 mm) using 
Eq. (3), and (c) calculated spectral response of an SMS using Eq. (5). 
As shown in Fig. 1(a), as light is injected from input SMF 
into the MMF, multiple modes (including fundamental and 
higher order modes) will be excited and propagate 
independently through the MMF section. The MMF can be 
either a step-index or graded index fiber [31-32]. Multimode 
interference occurs between these multiple modes within the 
MMF and this dictates the transmission spectral response at the 
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for predicting the spectral response of an SMS fiber structure, 
such as the beam propagation method (BPM) and modal 
propagation analysis (MPA). The typical commercial software 
for BPM is “Rsoft”, which is easy to use and is capable of 
simulating light propagation within complex fiber structures. 
However for larger-dimension waveguides, with a large 
number of modes, a BPM simulation can be time consuming if 
it is to achieve reliable results. MPA is a fast simulation method 
for simple fiber structures and is particularly suitable for long 
waveguides. 
Assuming that the SMF and MMF are circularly symmetric 
and the central SMF and MMF axes are aligned perfectly, only 
the LP0m modes can be excited within the MMF when light is 
injected from the input SMF into the MMF. In both input and 
output SMFs only the fundamental guided mode 𝐸𝑆(𝑟) can be 
supported, which can be decomposed into the eigenmodes LP0m 
in the MMF when the light enters from the input SMF [18, 29]. 
Defining the field profile of LP0m as 𝜑𝑚(𝑟)  which are the 
eigenmodes of the MMF (the eigenmodes within MMF are 









1, 2, …), the input field at the MMF is equal to that of the SMF 
𝐸𝑆(𝑟), which can be written as [18, 29]: 
 𝐸𝑆(𝑟) = ∑ 𝑏𝑚𝜑𝑚(𝑟)
𝑀
𝑚=1                               (1) 
where 𝑀 is the total number of eigenmodes LP0m within 
MMF, 𝑏𝑚 is the excitation coefficient of each eigenmode in the 
MMF, which is the field overlap between the input SMF 𝐸𝑆(𝑟) 








                          (2) 
In the MMF section, the field at a propagation distance z is:  
𝐸𝑀(𝑟, 𝑧) = ∑ 𝑏𝑚𝜑𝑚(𝑟) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗𝛽𝑚𝑧)
𝑀
𝑚=1                       (3) 
where m is the propagation constant of each eigenmode 
within the MMF. Assuming the parameters of the output SMF 
are the same as those of the input SMF, the transmission power 
of the SMS fiber structure can be determined by using the field 
overlap integral method between 𝐸𝑀(𝑟, 𝑧) and the fundamental 
mode of the output SMF 𝐸𝑆(𝑟) as 












)           (4)  
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) and utilizing the orthogonal 
relationship between the eigenmodes of the MMF, the output of 
the SMS fiber structure can be simplified as: 




2)             (5) 
As result of MMI, the well-known self-imaging 
phenomenon occurs periodically within the MMF [22, 33]. 
Figure 1(b) shows an example of simulated mode distribution 
along the MMF section using Eq. (3), where the wavelength is 
assumed 1550 nm. The results show that the self-imaging 
length of the SMS fiber structure is circa 10.2 mm. 
As the surrounding environmental parameters (temperature, 
strain, vibration, etc) change, several parameters, such as the 
effective RI of both the core and the cladding, the length and 
diameter of the MMF may change, and thus the eigenmodes 
𝜑𝑚(𝑟) and effective length of the MMF will change, resulting 
in changes to 𝑏𝑚 in Eq. (2) and the output of the SMS fiber 
structure defined in Eq. (4-5). Fig. 1(c) is the simulated spectral 
responses of the SMS fiber structure with different MMF 
lengths using Eq. (5). In the simulations, the core/cladding RI 
values of the SMF and MMF are 1.4504/1.4447 and 
1.4446/1.4271 respectively, the core diameters of SMF and 
MMF are 50 and 105 m and both SMF and MMF are step 
index fibers. The traditional SMS fiber structure can have a 
variety of applications but the two most common are as an edge 
filter or as a stand-alone sensor. 
A. Edge filter applications 
A traditional SMS fiber structure can be fabricated to 
implement a bandpass filter spectrum, which can transmit light 
within a specific wavelength range. Typically, at a spectral 
edge, the transmission level versus wavelength slope is well 
defined, repeatable and linear, for example see Fig. 1(c) over 
the wavelength range from 1550-1560 nm and can be used as 
the basis of an edge filter for wavelength measurement and 
sensor system demodulation [34-36]. A ratiometric 
demodulation system frequently employs an edge filter, where 
the optical signal is split into two paths: one path contains an 
edge filter while the other path is used as a reference arm, which 
can compensate for the power variations due to the 
perturbations in the optical signal source [37-38]. By measuring 
the power ratio, the wavelength can be determined. 
Edge filter based designs can also be used for sensing, 
typically using more than one SMS structure and possibly other 
fibre based devices such as a Fibre Bragg Grating. Figure 2(a) 
shows a schematic diagram using a pair of SMS fiber structures 
to measure both temperature and strain simultaneously [39]. In 
this sensor configuration, strain is applied to SMS-1 only, but 
both SMS-1 and SMS-2, acting as edge filters, are influenced 
by the temperature. The wavelength of the laser source is 
selected to lie within the linear slope range of the two SMS 
edge filters and a reference arm is used to compensate for 
source power fluctuations. A strain and temperature resolution 
of 0.34 με and 0.14 °C respectively have been achieved, with 
very low strain measurement error (0.39 με) induced by 










Fig. 2 A schematic diagram of for the ratiometric sensing system using 
SMS fiber as an edge filter (a) a pair of SMS fiber structures [39] and 
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Figure 2(b) shows a combination of an SMS fiber structure 
with an FBG for simultaneous measurement of both strain and 
temperature with better than 3.4  resolution for strain and a 
small temperature induced error of 34  in the temperature 
range from 10 to 60 C [40]. 




Fig. 3 A schematic diagram of (a) bend [47] and (b) reflective [55] 
SMS fiber structure 
As mentioned above a simple SMS fiber structure itself can 
be used as a sensor for temperature and strain measurement 
[41-42]. An SMS fiber structure can also be used in distributed 
sensing based on an optical time-domain reflector [43] and 
Brillouin optical time-domain analysis [44]. 
Up to this point, the SMS structures presented have all been 
straight but an SMS fiber structure incorporating macro 
bending is also possible and has been proposed and 
experimentally investigated. This sensor has a higher 
temperature sensitivity than a straight SMS fiber sensor [45]. 
For a bent SMS fiber structure (Fig. 3(a)), the RI distribution 
within MMF is not symmetric and can be defined by an 
equivalent RI distribution as follows [46-47]: 
𝑛 = 𝑛0(1 +
𝑥
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓
)                       (6) 
where 𝑛0 is the RI of the straight MMF, 𝑥 is the distance 
from the center axis of the MMF and 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓  is the equivalent bend 








         (7) 
where 𝑅 is the bend radius of the fiber, 𝑣 is the Poisson 
ratio and 𝑃11  and 𝑃12  are the components of the photoelastic 
tensor. Since 𝑛  is dependent on the bend radius, the output 
spectrum of the SMS fiber structure is very sensitive to bend 
radius. A displacement sensor based on a bent SMS fiber 
structure has been proposed and investigated [48]. The bent 
SMS fiber structure has also been used as a curvature sensor 
[49] for vibration sensing [50-51], within a fiber laser [52], for 
strain sensing [53] and breath state monitoring [54]. Finally, a 
reflective SMS fiber structure (Fig. 3(b)) has been proposed for 
liquid-solid phase change monitoring in a phase change 
material [55] and also as a flow rate sensor [56] utilizing the 
property of ultra-sensitivity of SMS fiber structures to bend 
radius.  
III. MODIFIED SMS FIBER STRUCTURES  
In a traditional SMS fiber structure, multiple propagating 
modes are confined within the core of the MMF, so given the 
presence of the cladding there is no direct contact with 
surrounding environment and hence such structures cannot be 
readily used for chemical or bio-sensing. In order to address 
this problem, a large number of investigations have taken place 
on the modification of a traditional SMS fiber structure to allow 
an SMS structure to interact with the surrounding environment 
and allow for bio-chemical sensing. These investigations have 
significantly stimulated the development of the SMS fiber 
structure as a sensor. The key idea underpinning the 
modification of an SMS fiber structure for bio-chemical 
sensing is excitation of cladding modes within the multimode 
section so that the surrounding medium may influence the 
modes. Such modified SMS fiber structures can be classified as: 
singlemode-no-core-singlemode (SNCS), singlemode-small- 
core-singlemode (SSCS), singlemode-hollow core-singlemode 
(SHCS), SMS coupler and combination SMS fiber structures.  
A. SNCS fiber structure 
A no-core fiber (NCF) is a form of waveguide using only a 
material with a homogeneous RI. Unlike normal optical fibers, 
an NCF has no cladding, on the assumption that the 
surrounding material acts as a cladding of the NCF. Figure 4(a) 
shows a schematic diagram of an NCF used in an SMS 
structure to form an SNCS fiber structure [18]. RI changes in 
the surrounding material will introduce changes in the mode 
transmission in the NCF and thus alter the output of the SNCS 
fiber structure. 
 





Fig. 4 A schematic diagram of (a) an SNCS [18] and (b) a thin layer 
coated [70], (c) reflective SNCS [80] fiber structure, and (d) a 
microscope image of the joint between etched MMF (NCF) and SMF 
[18]. Reprinted with permission from [18] © The Optical Society. 
The MPA method described above for traditional SMS fiber 
structures can be easily applied to carry out numerical 
simulations for the SNCS fiber structure, where the cladding is 
the material surrounding the NCF [18]. An SNCS fiber 
structure was firstly proposed by Wang et al. using an NCF to 
substitute for the MMF in an SMS fiber structure for RI sensing 
[57]. A detailed theoretical analysis and experimental 
investigation was carried out in 2011, in which the NCF was 
fabricated by wet etching the cladding of a conventional MMF 
(AFS 105/125Y) using hydrofluoric (HF) acid. The resulting 
sensor had a maximum RI sensitivity of 1815 nm/ RIU (RI unit) 
[18]. The RI sensitivity increases as the diameter of NCF 
decreases, but is independent on the length of the NCF, which 
provides a possible route to improving the RI sensitivity of such 
an SNCS fiber structure. However a significant disadvantage is 
the requirement for the fiber etching process which is 
dangerous due the use of HF acid. Furthermore accurate control 
of both the etched fiber diameter and surface roughness is very 
difficult.  
MMF SMF Metal SMF MMF 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
NCF Liquid SMF NCF Liquid SMF 
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A commercial NCF is an ideal substitute for the etched 
MMF and thus the use of commercial NCF sections to 
configure the SNCS fiber structure has been widely 
investigated. Such SNCS fiber structures have been 
demonstrated as sensors for: temperature measurement [58-59]; 
phase transition detection [60]; RI sensing using a V-groove to 
strengthen mechanical properties [61]; using a fiber ring cavity 
laser to achieve narrow spectral bandwidth [62]. Multiple NCFs 
can also be cascaded for multi-point RI measurement [63] and 
for use with high RI liquids using a leaky mode approach [64]. 
SNCS fiber structures have also been used as sensors to 
distinguish fresh and degraded turbine gearbox lubricant oil [65] 
and to detect the presence of the refrigerant LiBr-H2O [66].  
Coating a high RI material (larger than that of NCF) as a 
thin layer (Fig. 4(b)) onto the SNCS fiber structure can 
significantly improve RI sensitivity [67-70]. For example, Xue 
et al. proposed an SNCS fiber sensor for the measurement of 
surrounding RI with an average sensitivities of 900 and 206 
nm/RIU for RI ranges from 1.31 to 1.35 and 1.0 to 1.03 
respectively [67], which was further improved to 1199.18 
nm/RIU in the RI range from 1.321 to 1.382 [68] with a 
reflective configuration. The maximum sensitivity of 1277.8 
nm/RIU was achieved by optimization of the sensor structure 
reported in [69-70], and the influence of the coating thickness 
of its modes has been analysed in [71]. If the SNCS fiber 
structure is functionalized with a specific material, it can be 
used for detection of other physical and bio-chemical 
parameters. The variety of application areas is vast, as testified 
by these exampole: Li et al. sealed ferrofluids in a capillary 
around the SNCS to measure electric current amplitude with a 
sensitivity of 2.12 dB/A [72] and Zhang used a U-shaped SNCS 
with magnetic fluid to measure magnetic field strength with a 
sensitivity of 3185.2 pm/mT [73]; Wen et al. used a 
ZnO-coated SNCS fiber structure for relative humidity and 
ethanol detection using a fiber ring laser configuration [74]; 
Singh et al. coated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), silver 
nanoparticles (PVA-AgNPs) and graphene oxide (GO) on the 
NCF to excite surface plasmon polaritons to detect L-Cysteine 
(L-Cys) molecules [75]; Vicente et al. coated SnO2-x on the 
sensor surface to improve sensitivity and applied the structure 
to IgG detection with limit of detection (LoD) of 0.6 mg/L [76]; 
As a final example Cardona-Maya et al. used functionalized 
SNCS to detect goat IgG with LoD of 0.2 mg/L [77].  
Finally a reflective SNCS sensor can be implemented by 
coating a thin metal layer at the end of NCF (Fig. 4(c)), which 
has potential uses as a sensing probe for in-vivo medical 
diagnostics. Antonio-Lopez et al. used the reflective SNCS 
fiber structure to detect liquid level [78]; Zhou et al. applied 
such an SNCS fiber sensor to RI measurement with a sensitivity 
of 141 nm/RIU for an RI circa 1.33 [79], which was further 
improved to 327 nm/RIU using a small diameter 55 m NCF by 
Zhou et al. [80] and improved even further by Novais et al. to 
1467.69 nm/RIU using a diameter 24 m NCF [81].  
B. SSCS fiber structures  
A small core fiber (SCF, also called thin core fiber) can also 
be used as a substitute for a cladding-etched MMF to form an 
SSCS fiber structure. In this structure the disparity between the 
smaller core size of the SCF and the input SMF core diameter 
means that multiple modes are excited in the cladding of the 
SCF, so that the SCF in effect acts as a multimode fiber section, 
but where the external environment acts as the cladding, so that  
the modes can be directly influenced by the surrounding 
environment. Several examples of such sensors have been 
demonstrated: Zhu et al. applied an SSCS structure to high 
temperature (850 C) measurement with a sensitivity of 18.3 
pm/C [82] while Shi et al. cascaded two SSCS for 
simultaneous measurement of both temperature and strain [83]; 
Xu et al. successfully applied an SSCS to liquid level 
measurement with a maximum sensitivity of 0.288 nm/mm [84] 
and Xia et al. studied both a transmissive and reflective SSCS 













Fig. 5 A schematic diagram of (a) an SSCS [86], (b) a thin layer coated 
SSCS fiber structure [90], (c) a microscope image of the joint between 
SCF and SMF, and measured spectral response at different RI value 
liquid [86]. Reprinted with permission from [86]. 
Figure 5(a) shows a schematic diagram of an SSCS fiber 
structure [86]. The MPA method mentioned previously is also 
suitable for the simulation of the spectral response of an SSCS 
fiber structure. However, an additional complexity here is that 
SCF has three layers with different RIs: the small core 𝑛1, the 
cladding 𝑛2  and the surrounding material 𝑛3 , so that the 
eigenmodes within SCF 𝜑 are different from that of a pure 
NCF. Assuming both the SMF and SCF have a step index 
profile, the input field at the SCF can be written as [86-88]: 
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where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the radii of the core and cladding of the 
SCF, 𝐽0 , 𝑌0 , 𝐼0  and 𝐾0  are zero order normal and modified 
Bessel functions respectively, and 𝑢, 𝑢′, 𝑣, 𝑣 ′, 𝐴1, 𝐴1
′ , 𝐴2, 𝐴2
′ , 
𝐴3, 𝐴3
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{
𝐴1
′ = [𝑣 ′𝑐𝐽0(𝑢)𝐾1(𝑣
′𝑐) − 𝑢𝐽1(𝑢)𝐾0(𝑣
′𝑐)]      
𝐴2
′ = [𝑣 ′𝑐𝐽0(𝑢)𝐼1(𝑣
′𝑐) + 𝑢𝐽1(𝑢)𝐼0(𝑣










      (10) 
where 𝑘0 = 2𝜋/𝜆, 𝑐 = 𝑎/𝑏, 𝜆 is the wavelength of light in 
a vacuum. 
A comprehensive study of the SSCS fiber structure for RI 
sensing has been undertaken, with a maximum sensitivity of 
1815 nm/RIU achieved [86], and this structure has been used 
for detecting bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) [89]. Furthermore, if the SCF 
is coated with a functionalized thin layer (Fig. 5(b)) [90], the 
SSCS fiber sensor can be used to detect specific 
chemical/biological molecules. For example, Gu et al. 
deposited poly(allylamine hydrochloride) and poly(acrylic acid) 
on the SSCS for pH sensing in either acid or alkali solutions (in 
the pH range 2.5 to 10) with a resolution of 0.013 pH units [91] 
and used self-assembly nanocoating to detect metal ions over a 
wide metal ion concentrations range (10 nM-0.1 M) with a 
detection limit of 9.6 nM [92]; Engholm et al. proposed a 
means to coat a thin layer of polymer on the SSCS for pH 
sensing in a wider pH range from 1.95 to 11.89 [93] and Ivanov 
et al. studied the influence of overlays on the SSCS for pH 
sensing [94]; Yu et al. used self-assembly technique to 
functionalize the SSCS for streptavidin measurement with a 
LoD 0.02 nM [95]; Huang et al. developed a layer-by-layer 
deposition technique for ammonia in water [96] and in air [97] 
sensing; Zheng et al. successfully used a functionalized SSCS 
for IgG detection with sensitivity of 10.4 nm/(mg/ml) [98]; 
Long et al. functionalized the SSCS with a monolayer 
poly-l-lysine (PLL) and single-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid 
(ssDNA) to detect target DNA molecules [99]; Liu et al. 
demonstrated a copper/graphene oxide (Cu/GO) coated cascade 
SSCS fiber structure for the detection of hydrogen sulfide with 
a sensitivity of 4.83 pm/ppm [100]. Functionalizing of a 
reflective SSCS fiber structure has also been widely studied.  A 
phenylboronic -acid-derivatized poly acrylic acid (PAA-PBA)/ 
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) functionalized reflective SSCS fiber 
tip was reported for glucose detection for physiological (human 
body) pH levels [101] and a methylcellulose film-coated 
reflective SSCS for humidity measurement with a maximum 
sensitivity of 0.133 nm/RH [102]; Wang et al. proposed to 
deposit a thin carbon nanotube layer, which has better 
compatibility, on the surface of a reflective SSCS for RI 
sensing [103]; Finally carbon-nanotube (CNT)/polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA) was coated on a reflective SSCS for relative 
humidity sensing by Ma et al [104]. 
C. SHCS fiber structures 
Antiresonant reflecting optical wave-guiding in a hollow 
core fiber (HCF) was firstly proposed by Duguay et al. in 1986 
[105]. In an SMS fiber structure, HCF can also be used to 
substitute for the MMF section to form an SHCS fiber structure 
in which anti-resonant reflection will be generated. For 
example, such an approach has been used for temperature 
insensitive liquid level measurement [106] and as a gas 
pressure sensor [107]. Figure 6(a) shows a schematic diagram 
of an SHCS fiber structure [108]. It is noted that, for the sake of 
clarity, only half of the light rays are illustrated in Fig. 6(a) 
because the fiber is an axially symmetric cylinder. 
As shown in Fig. 6(a), unlike a traditional guided mode 
optical fiber, when light is injected from the input SMF into the 
HCF, since the center of the HCF is air, no total internal 
reflection will take place at the interface between the inner air 
and cladding, and thus no guided mode is transmitted within the 
HCF. According to Snell’s law, a part of the light will be 
reflected at each of the boundaries: the inner air/cladding 
boundary and the cladding/external environment boundary. 
These reflected light waves experience multiple reflections 
within the air core of the HCF (orange dotted arrow in Fig. 6(a)) 














Fig. 6 (a) A schematic diagram and (b) measured spectral responses of 
the SHCS fiber structure with different HCF lengths and microscope 
image of splice joint between SMF and HCF [108]. Reprinted with 
permission from [108]. 
(b) 
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Assuming the amplitude and angles of refraction of the 
input light ray 𝑙 are 𝐴, 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 respectively (see Fig. 6(a) for 
the angle definitions) and the RI and thickness of the HCF 
cladding are 𝑑  and 𝑛  respectively, then the phase difference 
between the two adjacent reflected light rays (𝑙1, 𝑙2, 𝑙3, …) can 
be calculated as 𝛿 =
4𝜋
𝜆
𝑛𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2. The complex amplitudes of 
the reflected light rays 𝑙1, 𝑙2, 𝑙3, … are [108-110]: 
𝑟1𝐴, 𝑟2𝜌
2𝐴𝑒𝑖𝛿 , 𝑟2(−𝑟1𝑟2)𝜌
2𝐴𝑒𝑖2𝛿  ⋯ , 𝑟2(−𝑟1𝑟2)
𝑚−1𝜌2𝐴𝑒𝑖𝑚𝛿 , ⋯  
(11) 
where 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are the reflection coefficients at the inner 
air/cladding interface and at the cladding/external environment 
interface respectively, 𝜌 is the refraction coefficient at the inner 
air/cladding interface, and m is a positive integer. The 
amplitude at the output SMF can thus be determined by 
summing all the reflected amplitudes as follows: 
 𝐴𝑟 = 𝑟1𝐴 + 𝑟2𝜌
2𝐴𝑒𝑖𝛿 + 𝑟2(−𝑟1𝑟2)𝜌
2𝐴𝑒𝑖2𝛿  
            +⋯+ 𝑟2(−𝑟1𝑟2)
𝑚−1𝜌2𝐴𝑒𝑖𝑚𝛿   + ⋯   




𝑖𝛿 𝐴                                                 (12) 
The light intensity transmitted in the hollow core is hence 
given as 
 𝐼𝑟 = |𝐴𝑟|
2                                                       (13) 
If the hollow core and the outside environment materials are 
both air, then the values of  𝑟1 and 𝑟2 can be calculated using 
the Fresnel equations [108]: 
𝑇𝐸 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒    𝑟1 =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1−𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1+𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2
, 𝑟2 = −𝑟1                  (14) 
𝑇𝑀 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒    𝑟1 =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2−𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2+𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
, 𝑟2 = −𝑟1                  (15) 
𝑡1, 𝑡2  are the coefficients of refraction at the interface 
between the inner air/cladding and cladding/outer air 
respectively.  
𝑡1 = 𝑡2                                                                             (16) 
𝑡1
2 + 𝑟1
2 = 1                                                                     (17) 
As shown in Fig. 6(a), when the length of the HCF is very 
short, the FP cavity interference between the two ends of the 
HCF dominates the spectral response. As the length of HCF 
increases, the influence of antiresonant reflection increases. 
The transition from FP to antiresonant mechanism has been 
analyzed by Zheng et al. where a critical length for the 
transition is defined [111]. The advantage of an SHCS fiber 
structure is its very high quality (Q) factor of the spectral peaks 
and dips, with a maximum Q factor of 3.3 × 104  achieved 
experimentally and the extinction ratio and free spectral range 
are 26 dB and 23 nm respectively [108]. By partially coating 
silver [110] and uneven platinum [112] on the surface of the 
HCF, the SHCS fiber structure can achieve very high 
sensitivity for twist measurement which is strain independent. 
Cai et al. cascaded multiple HCFs with different cladding 
thicknesses to achieve multipoint temperature sensing [113]. 
The SHCS fiber structure can also be functionalized for sensing 
of magnetic field strength [114], humidity [115], hydrogen 
detection [116], displacement [117], liquid level with 
sub-micrometer resolution [118] and ultrahigh sensitivity 
thickness measurement with nanometer resolution [119]. A 
tailored SHCS fiber structure for RI sensing [120] and Fano 
resonance achieved by inserting a microsphere into the HCF 
have also been observed and studied recently [121-122]. 
D. SMS based couplers 
Optical couplers are one of the key components in optical 
fiber communications system. While the most common 
approach to coupler fabrication is based on a fused biconical 
taper, an optical coupler can be also be implemented using two 
parallel LPGs [123-125], a tilted FBG and a D-shaped fiber 
[126], or a tapered optical microfiber [127-129]. An SMS fiber 
structure has multiple transmission bands in the spectrum, 
which in SMS-based fiber couplers can provide unique spectral 
filtering properties. For a single SMS fiber structure, at the 
output SMF, there are both a core mode and cladding modes. In 
a traditional SMF fiber, only the core mode will be transmitted 
because cladding modes will be attenuated over a relatively 
short distance by absorption within the SMF fiber cladding and 
also by the polymer protection coating, where it is present. If 
two SMS structures are placed in close parallel, proximity as 
shown in Fig. 7, then cladding modes will be coupled from the 
SMS-1 structure to the SMS-2 structure.  These cladding modes 
will be coupled to the MMF-2 and transmit as the core mode in 
the output SMF-4, effectively coupling Port 1 to Port 4, so that 
this parallel SMS fiber structure pair can thus act as a fiber 
coupler [130]. 
The simulation for the individual SMS-1 and SMS-2 is the 
same as that in a traditional SMS fiber structure from Eq. 
(1)-(5). However, at the output SMF-2, not only the core mode, 
but also cladding modes exist. Assume that the core and 
cladding modes within the SMF are 𝐸𝑆(𝑧) and 𝐸𝐶(𝑧), and the 
lengths of MMF-1 and MMF-2 are 𝐿1  and 𝐿2 , respectively. 
Furthermore, assume all the SMFs and MMFs in both the SMS 
fiber structures have the same parameters. The field 
distributions for the core mode 𝐸𝑆1(𝑟, 𝐿1) and cladding modes 







Fig. 7 A schematic diagram of a SMS fiber coupler [130]. 
𝐸𝑆1(𝑟, 𝐿1) = ∑ 𝑏𝑚𝜑𝑚(𝑟) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗𝛽𝑚𝐿1)
𝑀
𝑚=1               (18) 
𝐸𝐶1(𝑟, 𝐿1) = 𝑏𝑛𝛷𝑛(𝑟)                                              (19) 
where 𝑀  and 𝑏𝑚  are the total number of modes and the 
excitation coefficient of each eigenmode in the MMF-1 section 
respectively, which can be calculated using Eq. (2); 𝑏𝑛 is the 
excitation coefficient to the cladding modes in SMF-2 and can 
be calculated as: 
SMS-1 
SMS-2 
























                                           (20) 
where 𝛷𝑛(𝑟)  is the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ  mode within SMF-2 ( 𝑛 = 1 
represents the core mode,  𝛷1(𝑟) = 𝐸𝑆1(𝑟) and 𝑛 > 1 
represents cladding modes). The mode fields above are 











= 1                                                (21) 
In the coupling region  𝐿, assuming there is no mismatch 
between the propagation constants of SMF-2 and SMF-3, the 
fields of the 𝑛𝑡ℎ  cladding modes in SMF-2 and SMF-3 at 
position 𝐿1 + 𝐿 can be expressed as [131]: 
𝐸𝐶1𝑛(𝑟, 𝐿1 + 𝐿) = 𝐸𝐶1𝑛(𝑟, 𝐿1) 𝑐𝑜𝑠( 𝑏𝑛
′ 𝐿)               (22) 
𝐸𝐶2𝑛(𝑟, 𝐿1 + 𝐿) = −𝑗𝐸𝐶2𝑛(𝑟, 𝐿1) 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝑏𝑛
′ 𝐿)           (23) 
where 𝑏𝑛
′  is the evanescent field coupling coefficient of the 
𝑛𝑡ℎ cladding mode between SMF-2 and SMF-3 which can be 












                                                  (24) 
where 𝑎0 and 𝑔 are the radius of the fiber cladding and the 
separation between the SMS-1 and SMS-2 (shown in Fig. 7), 
respectively, 𝐾0 and 𝐾1 are the modified Bessel functions, 𝛥 is 
the relative RI difference between the fiber cladding (𝑛𝑐) and 















2  are the normalized 
parameters and 𝑁𝑛 is the effective RI of the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ cladding mode.  
The cladding modes 𝐸𝐶2𝑛(𝑟, 𝐿1 + 𝐿) in SMF-3 will then be 
coupled to core modes 𝜑𝑚within MMF-2, which is given by:  
𝐸(𝑟, 𝐿1 + 𝐿 + 𝐿2) = ∑ 𝑏𝑚
∗ 𝜑𝑚(𝑟) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗𝛽𝑚𝐿2)
𝑀











𝑛=2                                  (26) 
𝐸(𝑟, 𝐿1 + 𝐿 + 𝐿2) will be coupled to the core mode within 
SMF-4 which is the output of the coupler [149]:  







                (27)                        
Equation (27) defines the characteristics of the light coupled 
from port 1 to port 4. A detailed analysis of the SMS fiber 
coupler has been provided by Wu et al. with an experimentally 
demonstrated maximum coupling efficiency of 5.9% [130]. 
The coupling between an SMS fiber structure and an LPG has 
been also studied with a demonstrated 3 dB bandwidth of 42 
nm [133].  
E. Combinations of SMS fiber structures 
Based on the above SMS fiber structures, there are many 
reports which involve combinations an SMS fiber structure 
with other fiber structures to achieve unique properties, such as 
multiple parameter measurement, sensitivity improvement, etc.  
        
         
            
         
         
               
          
         
Fig. 8 A schematic diagram of different combined SMS fiber 
structures: (a) MMF+FBG in SMF [134], (b) FBG in MMF [138], (c) 
air hole in MMF [141], (d) SMSMS [143], (e) SMF sandwiched 
between air hole and HCF [146], (f) FBG between two NCF [147], (g) 
MMF-1+MMF-2 [148], (h) SCF+MMF [151], (i) LPG [155], (j) 
reflective MMF+NCF [160], (k) core-offset FBG [161], (l) 
SMS+core-offset SMF [163], (m) round shape [170], (n) twist in input 
SMF [171], (o) MMF+SCF waist-enlarged [172] and (p) both ends 
waist-enlarged MMF [173]. 
Figure 8 summarizes several typical combinations of SMS 
fiber structures with other fiber structures. In 2011, Wu et al. 
proposed a cascade consisting of an FBG and a traditional SMS 
fiber structure (Fig. 8(a)) to excite both core and cladding 
Bragg wavelengths for simultaneous measurement of RI and 
temperature [134]; The MMF can also be replaced by an NCF 
[135-136] or the FBG could be replaced by an LPG for multiple 
parameter measurement with improved sensitivity [137]; an 
FBG inscribed within a centre section MMF (Fig. 8(b)) is also 
possible and has also been studied for simultaneous 
measurement of temperature and other parameters such as 
strain or bending [138-140]. 
Physical modification of the structure is also possible. For 
example, Lin et al. drilled a micro hole in the MMF (Fig. 8(c)) 
to measure gas pressure with sensitivity of -82.131 nm/MPa 
[141]. In an alternative version [142] the MMF was divided in 
two halves with air gap between the MMF ends, for application 
in a tunable laser. Yin et al. proposed an SMSMS (Fig. 8(d)) 
fiber structure for temperature and strain measurement with an 
axial strain and temperature sensitivity of 0.7096 pm/με 
(0~2000 με) and 44.12 pm/°C (10~70 °C), respectively [143], 
which is effectively a reflective SMS fiber structure [144-145]; 
a Dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer based on an air hole 
and an HCF (Fig. 8(e)) was also proposed by Gao et al. [146] 
for temperature and high pressure measurement, with high 
temperature and pressure sensitivities of 19.8 nm/°C and 98 
nm/MPa respectively.  
Li et al. proposed the insertion of an FBG between two 
SNCS structures (Fig. 8(f)) to achieve simultaneous 
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temperature sensitivities of 5.85 nm/RIU and 8.72 pm/°C, 
respectively [147]; two different MMFs were cascaded in an 
SMS fiber structure (Fig. 8(g)) proposed by Wu et al. for 
simultaneously measurement of both strain (sensitivity of 0.35 
pm/με) and temperature (sensitivity of 11.16 pm/°C) [148] with 
a further study of the structure provided by Bhatia et al. 
[149-150]; an SCF cascade with an MMF (Fig. 8(h)) has been 
be used for water level, RI, temperature and strain sensing [151] 
and an alternative structure consisting of an SCF cascaded with 
a cladding etched MMF was proposed for RI sensing with a 
sensitivity of 148.27 nm/RIU [152].  
Several studies have been carried out involving a 
combination of an LPG with an SMS fiber structure [153-154], 
and some interesting research has been undertaken to fabricate 
an LPG using fusion splices at precise intervals with different 
types of fibers, such as MMF and SMF (Fig. 8(i)) [155-158], 
MMF and NCF [159]. 
A reflective comb filter was proposed using a cascade of an 
MMF and a small core NCF (Fig. 8(j)) demonstrating a variable 
extinction ratio from 6 to 11.1 dB [160]. The deliberate use of 
misalignment of the SMF and MMF fibers in an SMS structure 
has also been widely investigated, for example, an SMF 
core-offset spliced between two SMFs (Fig. 8(k)) [161-162], 
SMS misaligned with output SMF (Fig. 8(l)) [163-166], 
S-shaped core-offset connection [167-168] and the use of an air 
gap between the SMS and SMF [169].  
Finally, modifications of the fibers to modulate modes in 
the SMS fiber structures have also been investigated, such as 
polished shape ends in a split MMF (Fig. 8(m)) [170], a twist in 
the input SMF (Fig. 8(n)) [171], waist-enlarged SMS fiber 
structures (Fig. 8(o-p)) [172-173], a spiral microstructure SMS 
[174], in-line tapers [175-177] and a side-polished fiber [178]. 
IV. TAPERED SMS FIBER STRUCTURE 
It is well known that fiber tapers and microfibre couplers are 
an effective way to reduce fiber diameter and with it increase 
the interaction between the evanescent field in the fiber and the 
surrounding environment. This is turn can lead to a substantial 
increase in sensitivity which is why fiber tapering is now very 
commonly used as the basis for novel sensors and 
communications devices. Tapering of an SMS structure is also 
possible and can be classified into two categories: a tapered 
SMS fiber structure and a tapered SMS fiber coupler.   
A. A tapered SMS fiber structure 
In 1997 Knight et al. demonstrated for the first time a 
reduction of the standard optical fiber diameter down to several 
micrometers by tapering [179], while Tong et al. developed an 
improved tapering technique capable of drawing a fiber with a 
diameter as low as 50 nm [180]. With such a small diameter the 
interaction of the optical fiber’s evanescent field with the 
surrounding environment significantly increases with it the 
capability to be used as a sensor. The research in [18] 
demonstrated that a cladding-etched SMS fiber structure with a 
smaller diameter has a higher RI sensitivity than a traditional 
SMS structure. Tapering of SMS fiber structure has the 
potential for improving its RI sensitivity even further, whilst 
avoiding the safety issues associated with etching and also 
ensuring a low level of surface roughness. Figure 9(a-e) shows 














Fig. 9 A schematic diagram of different single tapered (a) SMF 
[181], (b) SMS [194], (c) SSCS [201], (d) SNCS [205], (e) SHCS [212] 
fiber structure, (f) SEM image of Nile red coated tapered SCF [204], (g) 
single molecule detection of biomarker and localized cellular 
photothermal therapy [193], (h) tapered SNCS for ultrahigh sensitivity 
detection of hCG with signal amplification of magnetic microspheres 
[210]. Reprinted with permission from [204], [193] and [210]. 
In a tapered SMF (Fig. 9(a)), when the taper is nonadiabatic, 
not only the fundamental mode HE11, but also several higher 
order modes will be excited, with most of the light energy 
coupled into HE11 and HE12. The two modes will interfere as 
they travel within the tapered section, resulting in a series of 
transmission peaks and dips over a wide wavelength range 
[181]. This phenomenon has been used as the basis of a 
flowmeter [182] and an RI sensor [183-185]. An 
ultrashort-waist nonadiabatically tapered SMF was reported 
with a waist length and diameter of 2.4 mm and 7 m 
respectively, and a maximum sensitivity of 25667 nm/RIU has 
been achieved [186]. The tapered SMF has been combined with 
an MMF to achieve simultaneous measurement of both 
temperature and RI [187]. A nonadiabatically tapered SMF can 
be functionalized for bio/chemical sensing, such as anti-gliadin 
antibodies [188], glucose detection [189], enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay reader [190], carcinoembryonic 
antigen-related cell adhesion molecules detection [191], 
microRNA quantification [192], and biomarker detection in a 
single molecule [193].  
As mentioned previously, a traditional SMS fiber structure 
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is trapped within the MMF core, and thus cannot interact with 
the surrounding environment. Tapering the MMF to a smaller 
diameter will excite cladding modes in the tapered section and 
thus can be used for RI sensing. In a tapered SMS fiber 
structure (Fig. 9(b)), independent of whether the taper is 
nonadiabatic or not, interference is always observed due to the 
existence of multimode interference within the MMF section, 
and thus tapering of SMS fiber structure is relatively simple. A 
tapered SMS fiber structure was firstly realized by Wang et al., 
with a demonstration of its use as a high sensitivity RI sensor 
[194]. In a further refinement the tapered SMS fiber structure 
was cut in half at the taper waist of the MMF and a thin layer of 
gold was coated at the end of the tip for use as a high 
temperature sensor [195]. A tapered SMS fiber structure can 
also be used for strain [196] and acoustic sensing [197]. The 
MMF section can also possess an elliptical cross section [198], 
a bent shape [199] or be side polished [200] etc. 
Not all tapers are gradual, for example Shi et al. used an 
electric arc to generate an abrupt taper in an SSCS fiber 
structure for RI sensing. [201], Liu et al. fabricated a tapered 
SSCS fiber structure (Fig. 9(c)), which has ultrahigh RI 
sensitivity of 19212.5 nm/RIU [202]. The tapered SSCS fiber 
was then functionalized with sol gel for ammonia sensing [203], 
simultaneous measurement of methanol and ethanol 
concentration [204] and DNA detection with an S-tapered 
configuration [205].  
Tapered SNCS fiber structures (Fig. 9(d)) have been 
analysed in detail [206]. In 2018, Tian et al. proposed a high 
sensitivity temperature sensor based on a tapered SNCS fiber 
structure and surrounded with alcohol within a silica capillary, 
where a maximum temperature sensitivity of 0.49 dB/°C has 
been achieved [207]. In 2019, Zhang et al. proposed an RI 
sensors based on a tapered SNCS fiber structure (waist 
diameter 13 μm) with RI sensitivity of 686 nm/RIU within the 
RI range of 1.333–1.350 [208]. In 2020, Wang et al. further 
proposed a folded-tapered SNCS fiber structure for 
simultaneous measurement of both RI (1191.5 nm/RIU) and 
temperature (0.0648 nm/°C) [209]. A functionalized tapered 
SNCS was used for human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) 
detection, where an ultrahigh sensitivity was achieved with a 
detection limit of 0.0001 mIU/mL [210]. An SHCS fiber 
structure (Fig. 9(e)) was studied by Zhao et al. using a butterfly 
shaped taper for vibration measurements [211]. Chen et al. 
functionalized a tapered SHCF for hCG detection with an LoD 
of 0.6 mIU/mL [212]. The tapered section can also utilise a 
variety of other types of fibers, such as a few mode fiber 
[213-215], a photonic crystal fiber [216], a ring core fiber [217], 
a microstructured fiber [218], a side-polished fiber [219] and a 
dual side hole fiber [220]. 
Multiple tapers cascaded together and sandwiched between 
two SMFs, are also possible. For example, in [221] an RI sensor 
based on a multi-tapered SMS fiber structure was proposed. 
The sensor is realized by fabricating several tapers in the 
multimode fiber part of the SMS fiber structure. With eight 
tapers, an RI sensitivity of 261.9 nm/RIU in the RI range of 
1.3333-1.3737 was achieved.  
Another RI sensor involving multiple tapers utilised a 
periodically tapered SCF sandwiched between two SMFs, with 
the tapers periodically fabricated along the small core fiber 
using a focused CO2 laser beam. An average sensitivity of 
226.6 nm/RIU was experimentally achieved in the RI range 
from 1.33 to 1.38 [222].  
B. Tapered SMS fiber coupler 
As mentioned previously, an optical fiber coupler is one of 
the most important components in many optical fiber systems. 
The basic principle of an optical fiber coupler is the evanescent 
field coupling between two optical fibers in physical contact as 
explained in Section III. If two SMS fiber structures which are 
physically in contact each other are also  tapered to a small 
diameter, then strong evanescent filed coupling between the 
two SMS fiber structures will take place. Importantly this 
structure is suitable for sensing due to the strong evanescent 
field and sensitivity of the coupling to the local environment. 
Such tapered SMS fiber couplers can be classified as: a tapered 
SMF coupler (Fig. 10(a), typically called a microfiber coupler 
(MFC)); a tapered SNCS coupler (Fig. 10(b)) and a tapered 












Fig. 10 A schematic diagram of tapered (a) SMF [226], (b) SNCS 
[245], (c) SMS fiber coupler [246] and (d) tapered SNCS for S. aureus 
measurement [245]. Reprinted with permission from [245]. 
As an example a tapered SMF coupler was fabricated by 
placing two traditional SMFs in parallel in physical contact and 
then heating and stretching the two SMFs with small diameters 
in the order of few micrometers [223-225]. The resulting 
tapered SMF coupler has been used for sensing applications, 
including temperature [226-227], RI [228-230], strain [231], 
liquid flow rate [232] and magnetic field sensing [233-237] etc. 
The functionalization of tapered SMF couplers enables the 
sensors to be used to detect bio-chemical materials, such as 
humidity [238-239], ammonia [240], ethanol [241], human 
cardiac troponin, in which the Vernier effect was utilized to 
improve sensor sensitivity [242], airborne contaminants [243], 
myocardial infarction I [244].  
Most recently tapered SNCS [245] and SMS fiber couplers 
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mechanical stability and a ability to measure multiple 
parameters. For example, two parallel aligned SNCS fiber 
structures were tapered to small diameters to form a coupler 
structure, which achieved ultra-high sensitivity label-free 
quantification of inactivated Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) 
with an LoD of 3.1 CFU/mL [245] and a tapered SMS fiber 
coupler has been applied to detect hCG with a minimum 
concentration of 0.05 mIU/mL [246]. 
V. SUMMARY 
SMS fiber structures can be grouped into three generic 
categories: traditional SMS; modified SMS and tapered SMS 
fiber structures, all of which have been discussed in this paper. 
Traditional SMS fiber structure-based sensors are mainly used 
for measurements of macro-parameters, such as temperature, 
strain and displacement. A modified SMS fiber sensor can be 
used for the measurement of multiple parameters. The tapered 
SMS fiber structure has a much higher sensitivity, particularly 
to the surrounding RI and thus is an ideal candidate for 
bio-chemical sensing applications.  
For the purpose of comparison, Table 1 summarizes the 
typical temperature sensing performance of the three categories 
of SMS fiber structures.  





Detection range Ref 




20 ~ 80 °C 
45 ~ 80 °C 
[45] 
SNCS+E7 6.5 nm/°C 51 ~ 65 °C [58] 
SNCS+polymer 
cladding 
1.4 dB/°C  
15 nm/°C 
below 61 °C 
above 72 °C 
[59] 
SSCS 18.3 pm/°C 25 ~ 850 °C [82] 
SHCS 33.4 pm/°C 25 ~ 1000 °C [108] 
Tapered SMS 
+Gold layer 
-11.4 pm/°C 0 ~ 1089°C [195] 
Tapered SNCS 0.49 dB/°C 20 ~ 45°C [207] 
Tapered SMF 
coupler 
36.59 pm/°C 0 ~ 1000 °C [224] 
Tapered SMF 
coupler 
11.96 pm/°C 0 ~ 1283 °C [225] 
As can be seen from Table 1, the three categories of SMS 
fiber structures have similar temperature sensitivities. Tapered 
SMS fiber sensors do not have any sensitivity advantage over 
other types of SMS fiber sensors. 
Table 2 summarizes the strain sensing performances of the 
three types of SMS fiber structures, showing that tapered SMS 
fiber structures have relatively larger sensitivities to strain 
compared to those of the other two categories of SMS fiber 
structures. 










SMS + FBG 3.4 με - 0~1667 με [39] 
SMS 1+SMS 2 0.34 με  - 0~1000 με [40] 
SMS+ 
OTDR 
< 10 με - 0~1000 με [43] 
SSCS - -1.03 pm/με 0~1333.3 με [83] 
SHCS - 0.61 pm/με 0~1200 με [112] 
SMMS - 0.35 pm/με 0~1556 με [148] 
S-tapered SMS 0.2 με -103.8 pm/με 0~170 με [168] 
Polished shape 
MMF 
- -2.6 pm/με 0~1000 με [170] 
Tapered SMS - -9.536 pm/με 0~160 με [196] 
Tapered SHCS - 13.96 pm/με 0~1111.1 με [213] 
Table 3 summarizes the typical RI sensitivity of the 
different types of SMS fiber structures. The results show that 
tapered SMS fiber structures have an almost ten times higher RI 
sensitivity compared to those of the other two categories of 
SMS structures.  





Detection range Ref 
SNCS+TiO2/PSS 
thin film 
1199.18 nm/RIU 1.321 ~ 1.382 [68] 
SNCS+RI thin-film 1277.8 nm/RIU 1.333 ~ 1.36 [69] 
SNCS 1815 nm/RIU 1.42 ~ 1.437 [18] 
SNCS+Liquid+Gold 
layer 
327 nm/RIU 1.33 ~ 1.38 [80] 
SSCS  1808 nm/RIU 1.324 ~ 1.431 [86] 
SHCS 1684 nm/RIU 1.3360 ~ 1.4365 [120] 
SMS+FBG 7.33 nm/RIU 1.324~ 1.439 [134] 
Tapered Microfiber 25667 nm/RIU 1.4145 ~ 1.4157 [186] 
Tapered SMS 1900 nm/RIU 1.33 ~ 1.44 [194] 
Tapered SSCS 19212.5 nm/RIU 1.4304 ~ 1.4320 [202] 
Tapered SNCS 686 nm/RIU 1.333 ~ 1.350 [208] 
Tapered 
SHCS+Etched 
 2565.2 nm/RIU 1.335 ~ 1.400 [214] 
Tapered SHCS+Side 
polished 
151.29 nm/RIU 1.3450 ~ 1.4050 [219] 
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Given the higher RI sensitivity of tapered SMS fiber 
structures, tapered structures have been widely used for 
bio-chemical sensing. Table 4 compares the chemical and 
biological sensing performance of different SMS fiber 
structures. It is important to note that unlike the comparison 
tables for other measurands above, in this case the measurands 
or sensing targets are varied, thus care must be exercised when 
making comparisons of sensing performance, since for 
example the type of functional coating used on the sensor may 
have a significant influence on the performance of the sensor, in 
addition to the influence of the nature of the underlying SMS 
structure.  
Table 4 Chemical and biological sensing performance of different 
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36.7 μg/m3 [241] 








VI. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
SMS fiber structures have attracted tremendous research 
interest since they were first proposed [22, 33]. Sensors based 
on SMS fiber structures have been studied for macro-parameter 
sensing, such as temperature, strain, vibration, phase change 
and also for micro parameter sensing and detection, including 
hCG, DNA, glucose, IgG, enzyme assays, foodborne 
pathogens, microRNA, carcinoembryonic antigens, and 
biomarkers of single molecules, etc. Compared to other types of 
sensors, tapered SMS fiber structures have the advantages of 
high sensitivity and relatively good stability. The applications 
of SMS fiber structures in biochemical sensing and medical 
diagnostics for human health monitoring are likely to be key 
areas for further development. As an example such 
development will be driven by societies increasing need for 
rapid testing for diseases, which has seen the development of 
“lab-on-a-chip” combinations of sensors arrays and 
microfluidics. Due to the unique advantages of SMS fiber 
sensors, such as high sensitivity and low cost, it is possible to 
predict a bright future for the commercialization of such 
sensors.   
However, for practical sensing applications, there are a 
number of challenges. At an individual sensor level, 
improvements are needed in reproducibility, repeatability, long 
term stability and large scale fabrication. At a system level, a 
common weakness of optical fiber sensing in general is the lack 
of standards, which means end-users are unable to reliably 
source different elements of a system from different vendors 
and be confident that the elements will work well together. A 
key to the success of optical fibers in optical communications 
was and remains the high level of standardization in place. 
Significant progress in standardization has been made for more 
mature sensing technologies such as FBG sensors but for  
SMS-based sensors much work remains to be done on 
standardization.  
Miniaturization is a challenge but also is an opportunity 
for a wider commercialization of SMS fiber sensors. Innovative 
designs aimed at minimizing the length of the MMF section, the 
use of a reflective sensor tip to form very compact sensor 
probes and integration with optofluidic platforms are some of 
the effective methods to facilitate miniaturization of the 
sensors. 
Future opportunities in research on SMS fiber structures 
will include studies which seek to integrate  SMS fiber sensors 
with microfluidic systems to stabilize the sensors and to realize 
lab-on-a-chip sensing; the development of ultrahigh sensitivity 
sensors for single cell level detection and the application for 
ex-vivo and in-vivo diagnosis.  
Finally, while SMS sensors can justifiably claim to be 
generally low in cost, the interrogation systems are complex 
and expensive, frequently requiring an optical spectrum 
analyser, for example. In the future, development of smart 
low-cost demodulation systems is needed if SMS sensors are to 
be widely deployed.   
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